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FIRST LOOK

THE SHARED UNIVERSE

INCLUDED: AN ORIGINAL 11 PAGE STORY
KICKING OFF THE H1 UNIVERSE
I am in a LiFE-and-dEAth huRry
acroSs tHE stATE. AND I am also oNE
who’s VEry, VERY HArd TO surpriSE.

People like
DR. CECELIA
COBBINA.

Help me apPly
PRESSURE.

BulLet pasSed
THROUGH, but
you’re loSing--

But tHEre’s NO way eVEn I
COuld HAVE COunted on THiS:

--loSing
BLOoD.

STAY DOWN!

A tERriFied kid
who just shot a
POLiCEMAN.

ACCENT: LOCAL
HAIR: LIGHT BROWN
STICKING OUT
FROM MASK.

SKIN VISIBLE:
LIKELY CAUCASIAN.
HEIGHT/WEIGHT:
5.5 FT. 160 POUNDS
GIVE OR TAKE.

I j-just wanted
tHE muh-MONEY!
I t-t-TOLD him TO
f-FREeZE!

ANGLE OF
FIREARM:
LETHAL.
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JenNy,
it’s GOnNa
BE OKAY!
DON’T HURT
HER!

PLEASE!

Listen,
PLEASE.

EVEryoNE is
ALiVE. No oNE HAs SEen
your FACE. Just drop tHE
hostage and RUN.

pLEaSE.
LiSTEN
TO me.

He canNot
MOVE, and you
are in NO DANGER
unLEsS you pulL
tHAt TRiGgER
again.

As of NOw,
this man WilL surviVE.
But aNOtHEr shot, from tHAt
eXAct angLE, WilL GO RiGHT
THROUGH HiS HEART,
I PROMiSE you.

JENnY!

I said “drop tHE
HOSTAGE,” you laCKWit!
At LEast HE LEft tHE WEAPON
With his prints on it.

THE MOTHER’S CAR OUTSIDE.
IT’S POINTED NORTH.

it’s alrEAdy idLing. HE’Ll bypaSs
his own ride and take iT.
You! CalL 911,
tHEn Find a
FiRST-AiD
kiT!

AtTention, patrol
unit statioNEd on
hiGHWAY 19!

And I kNOw only oNE
way TO STOP him.

I SAW A PATROL CAR EXACTLY
1.4 MILES UP THE HIGHWAY.

VehicLE is
NOrthbound on 19,
LicenSE ALPHA FOXTROT
HOTEL ONE-TWO-NiNE!
2002 blue CHEvy
Express--

THEy think tHEir spEed tRAp is
uNnoticEAbLE, and it iS--
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DRIVEN BY CREATORS
NEW STORIES
NEW POWERS
NEW EMOTIONS
“The process has been highly collaborative, which I love. I said going in that I wasn’t
interested in doing this particular project unless I could team up with a younger
writer with a very different voice than mine who could keep me honest, so to speak,
when it came to making this book authentic. Kwanza and I work well together, and
that’s a delight.” Mark Waid -- Director of Creative Development/Ignited co-writer
“Here’s a first peek at something special, original... and fun as hell.
More to come. Buckle up.”
John Cassaday -- Chief Creative Officer

“ The thing that makes all books special is the way their characters reflect their
newfound super-powers, which in turn reflect the state of their lives when they
ignited. There’s a lot of room for nuance in the ‘what you do is who you are’ approach
to superhero-ing, a lot of ways to take it.”
Carla Speed McNeil -- H1 Architect
“I’ve been enamored of the French comics industry and Humanoids for some time,
so the idea of bringing those sensibilities to the US market was a no-brainer. The
back and forth of the process yielded so many great ideas. It’s been an amazing
experience working with such a variety of creative minds.”
Kwanza Osajyefo -- H1 Architect/Ignited co-writer
“Like many French-Canadian kids, Comics or Bandes Dessinées, met those magical,
author driven, fantastic graphic novels from France and Belgium. Reading them, from
Asterix to The Incal, it sparked my will to create and draw my own world. As it turned
out, I was dragged to American comics first, but it’s with great emotion that after
20 years in comics, I can now join forces with my childhood favorite publisher. I guess
I just took the long way around to get there.”
Yanick Paquette -- H1 Architect/character designer

WE ARE
WE ARE HEROES
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ART BY MIKE MCKONE

Six teens gain superpowers after surviving a
mass shooting at their school, and decide to
use them to change the world for the better
— whether it wants to be changed or not.
Mark Waid and Kwanza Osajyefo are the writing team
behind Ignited. Kwanza is also one of the original H1
Architects (along with Carla Speed McNeil and Yanick
Paquette, who also designed all the characters). They
agreed to talk a bit more about how different it is to write
for Humanoids’ H1 imprint: “It’s wish-fulfillment grounded
in — and married to — a very familiar, very painful reality
in 21st century America,” says Mark Waid.
The writers didn’t know each other before joining the H1
project, but they quickly became very enthusiastic about
their collaboration. As Kwanza puts it: “It’s been said that
the best stories touch on actual issues — Ignited stabs at
the nerve of what’s happening in our real life. The series
approaches superhumanity in a more real and relevant
way.” Not only will Ignited scripts have a unique feel, but
the look of the book is distinctly dynamic. Phil Briones
pencils and inks the series, with Leonardo Paciarotti
coloring. They welcome the change Ignited sparks in
today’s comic book market.
IGNITED starts this June.

Two unrelated people gain powers that cause
mass destruction whenever they are separated.
Now, their greatest challenge is to stay
together — even if it tears the world apart.
Adam Land is an indigenous American. Elakshi Land (no
relation) is British-Asian. They’re on vacation in a tour
group in Thaïland and are barely acquainted at first.
But they quickly realize they share not only a name,
but a hobby (ballroom dancing) and great chemistry.
Once ignited, they find that if they’re too close to one
another, they create chaos, but if they’re too far apart,
it’s even worse. They have to stick together while being
hunted down.
Co-writer Darcie Little Badger explains: “Strangelands
is a balance of humor, horror, and action. Plus, Mags
and I are both the kind of writers who enjoy crafting
snappy dialogue between characters; that’s sure to
be entertaining.” Mags Visaggio adds: “Strangelands is
Moonlighting with globetrotting superpowered misfits,
each running from something, each stuck with someone
they’d rather not be, with powers that are constantly
threatening to destroy them and everything around
them. It’s a blast to work on.”
STRANGELANDS starts this June.

ONGOING SERIES

ART BY MIKE MCKONE

the IGNITED creative team

Kwanza Osajyefo

Mark Waid

Phil Briones

Leonardo Paciarotti

the OMNI creative squad

Cheryl Lynn Eaton

An exceptional surgeon, Cecelia Cobbina gains the
ability to think at the speed of light. Overwhelmed
with the power to unlock every mystery, she must
overcome her own fears and heal the world.
OMNI is, essentially, the heart of the H1 Universe. “The
connection is this,” says writer Cheryl Lynn Eaton: “H1 is a
universe that focuses on what unites its characters (and
us) beyond local culture, beyond national ties, to provide
a world that reminds us that who we are and what we do
have an impact, not only on our next door neighbor, but
on an individual on the other side of the world.“ Cecelia’s
story reflects that. It begins with her trying to readjust
to life in the US alongside a family of overachievers, even
among whom she stands out. Her ability is initially misread
as PTSD from her time in the Congo, but this is just
another assertion the people around her have made in an
effort to understand her sometimes-challenging behavior.
Cecelia will head out on the road, following the leads her
powers provide, on a mission to cure a patient in critical
condition: the world. Artist Ariela Kristantina concludes:
“In comics, you have a lot of doctors who do magic or
general science, not a lot of healers. The world needs
more people who want to save it with compassion instead
of violence.”
OMNI starts this June.

Ariela Kristantina

Bryan Valenza

the STRANGELANDS posse

Mags Visaggio

Darcie Little Badger

Khoi Pham

ORIGINALS
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A Breaking Bad–style imaginary biography
of legendary Jewish mobster Meyer Lansky as
he’s trying to organize his very last con job…
In the Beginning, God made the Sea..and then, he made
Meyer! This is a story of a bad guy who thought he was
good. Well…he’s certainly good at something: con jobs.
And this one’s special — it may be his last.
“What’s not fun about flower shirts, mayhem, 1980s drug
cartels, and fishing?” confesses writer Jonathan Lang.
“Meyer’s antecedents are great Florida Noir writers like
Charles Wileford, John D. McDonald, and Carl Hiassen...
writers who understand just how intrinsically strange
South Florida is. An authentic Florida Keys comic,
Meyer is Florida Noir on vacation, with a handgun in the
suitcase, just in case. If one could cross a Coen Brothers
film with a Michael Mann film, you would have a sense of
what the book has in store.”
MEYER hits the streets this September.

A Texas Noir series pitting the last in line in
a family of sheriffs against a serial killer…
Quinton Peeples usually writes and produces for
television. He has recently worked on shows like Marvel’s
The Runaways and Iron Fist. The Big Country is his first
graphic novel. “So what’s my story about?” asks Quinton.
“A bad cop who is certain he is good, chasing a killer who
knows he’s bad but is trying to do something good. In
small town Texas. 1978. This is a very, very bad place. This
is The Big Country.”
Joining Quinton on the book is interior artist Dennis
Calero who fell in love with the story. Dennis even asked
to color his own work, something he doesn’t often get
the chance to do: “For me, one of the key features of
an engaging story, aside from solid characters and
a thrilling plot, is a unique location, somewhere or
somewhen I’ve never been. I think Quinton has blended
characters, theme, plot and place in such a way that
readers are going to be truly transported.”
THE BIG COUNTRY starts patrolling this November.

ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVELS
the MEYER gang

Jonathan Lang

Andrea Mutti

Shawn Martinbrough

Andre Szymanowicz

the BIG COUNTRY brigade

Quinton Peeples

If you want to commit ritual murders, you’d better
check the status of your potential victims first!
Especially if one of them is Nicnevin Oswald, a young
woman whose family is well-versed in black magic!

Darick Robertson

the NICNEVIN crew

Something strange has been unleashed in the North of
England. A modern-day druid commits a series of ghastly
murders in an attempt to unleash the awesome power of
the ancient gods of Great Britain. But all hell really breaks
loose when his latest would-be victim, Nicnevin “Nissy”
Oswald, turns out to be more than she seems. Writer
Helen Mullane explains: “With her, I wanted to channel the
feelings and attitudes that I remember so clearly from
my own teenage years, the experiences of
me and my friends. I feel like that sort of teen
experience is rarely explored in mainstream
comics and I love that she’s someone I would
have been mates with at that age.” A British
tale mixing black magic and horror, godfathered
by cover-artist Jock, one of the new masters
of comic book suspense.
NICNEVIN will cast her
spells in January 2020.

Dennis Calero

Jock

Helen Mullane

Dom Reardon

Matthew Dow Smith

Lee Loughridge

P R E V I E W

when I was a
little pisher in
short pants…

…I thought I
saw the hand
of God in the
East River.

What was
my crime?

some italian
punks roughed
me up and
tossed me into
the drink.

Being just
another
Yid from
the Lower
East Side.
I could
barely
dog
paddle--

P R E V I E W

--icy sludge
poured down
my throat.

I owed something
to the world.

I was swimming with
the fishes--bobbing
between life and death.

until someone
pulled me outta
the water.

it was lucky luciano.
he reached out his hand
and offered salvation.

he gave me a
hard-boiled
baptism.
I was now a
born-again
hood.

a saved man’s
gotta make
things square…
nice and even.
so, I’m coming
for you, kid-meyer’s gonna
set things
right.

P R E V I E W

P R E V I E W

P R E V I E W

f

f

...laid back and
day dreaming.

j

I was spending all my
nights and days...

j
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Nissy, you
Where the
ANYTHiNG
HELL have you are 15 years
old! it’s not ok could have
BEEN?
to wander off all happened!
night wandering
the streets!
Yeah, calm
down, it's hardly
fucking Compton,
is it?

Oh, for God's sake
just eat your dinner
and get to bed. I can't
do this with you
right now.

not
hungry!

The beating of wings
fills my ears as I
descend toward my
ancient home.
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